There is ever increasing commercial and regulatory pressure to minimise the cost of water distribution networks even as the demand for them keeps on growing. But cost minimizing is only one of the demands placed on network design. Satisfactory networks are required to operate above a minimum level even if they experience failure of components. Reliable hydraulic performance can be achieved if sufficient redundancy is built in the network. This has given rise to various water distribution system optimization methods including genetic algorithms and other evolutionary computing methods. Evolutionary computing approaches frequently assess the suitability of enormous numbers of potential solutions for which the calculation of accurate reliability measures could be computationally prohibitive. Therefore, surrogate reliability measures are frequently used to ease the computational burden. The aim of this paper is to assess the correlation of surrogate reliability measures in relation to more accurate measures. The surrogate measures studied are statistical entropy, network resilience, resilience index and modified resilience index. The networks were simulated with the prototype software PRAAWDS that produces more realistic results for pressure-deficient water distribution systems. Statistical entropy outperformed resilience index in this study. The results also demonstrate there is a strong correlation between entropy and failure tolerance.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major considerations in constructing water distribution networks is the capital cost of the project. To minimise cost of the network modellers endeavour to achieve a balance of smallest possible pipe sizes, tanks and pumps whilst still providing an adequate amount of water to meet the demand. However, Walski () questions the benefits of network optimization to achieve minimum cost at the expense of reduced system capacity, and consequently, reliability. He argues that due to uncertainty of future demands and loss in potential project net benefits following cost minimization, water distribution network (WDN) optimization based on cost alone is not viable.
Hence another important factor in WDN design is reliability. To guarantee undisrupted water supply even during abnormal conditions, such as fire fighting or network component failure, a WDN has to have some redundancy built in it. But cost and reliability of a water distribution system are at least partly mutually conflicting constraints on design. Studies show that high cost is not always an indicator of high reliability, which means network optimization leading to minimum cost and maximum benefit and efficiency is desirable. 
METHODS
This paper is based on the hypothetical network shown in 
Hydraulic reliability
While there is not one absolute definition for hydraulic reliability in broad terms it can be described as the ability of the water distribution network to satisfy the nodal demands under both normal operating conditions as well as when one or more components of the system experience failure. The reliability equation used in this paper is
in which R ¼ hydraulic reliability; M ¼ number of links (pipes, pumps and valves); p(0) ¼ a 1 a 2 a 3 …. a M ¼ probability that all links are in service; a m ¼ probability that link m is in service at any given moment; p(m) ¼ p(0) (u m /a m ) ¼ probability that only link m is not in service; 
where FT is the failure tolerance. Tanyimboh et al.
() note that failure tolerance may be a better measure of disruption of supply for a network in case of failure than the hydraulic reliability for very reliable systems.
Resilience index
Todini () introduced the concept of resilience index.
The total power in the network is the sum of the power dissipated in the pipes and the power that is delivered to the nodes and the resilience index is a measure of surplus power available to be dissipated in the network internally in case of a failure. Todini () defined the resilience index as
where RI ¼ resilience index; H i ¼ head at demand node i;
water; Q k and H k ¼ reservoir k supply and head, respectively; P j ¼ power introduced to the network by pump j;
n pu ¼ number of pumps; n n ¼ number of demand nodes;
and n r ¼ number of reservoirs.
Jayaram & Srinivasan () questioned the appropriateness of the resilience index if used to measure performance in multiple source networks. They pointed out that networks with high surplus power can also have high power input and since the power input term is the denominator in the equation it potentially results in a low resilience index even with networks with plenty of surplus power. They proposed an alternative indicator known as modified resilience index that measures the surplus power as a percentage of the power required at the nodes, i.e. 
in which C j is the pipe diameter uniformity for node j.
Statistical entropy
Entropy as a measure of uncertainty was introduced by Shannon () and applies to simple exhaustive probability schemes in which all the outcomes are independent and the sum of the probabilities is unity. Tanyimboh & Templeman (a, b, c) developed the relevant probabilistic framework for WDNs. Their entropy function is
in which S is the entropy for the WDN as a whole; S 0 is the entropy of source supplies; S i is the entropy of node i; P i ¼ T i /T is the fraction of the total flow through the network which reaches node i; T i is the total flow that reaches node i; T is the sum of the nodal demands; and n n is the number of demand nodes. S 0 and S i are defined as
where Q 0i is the supply at source node i; and I is the set of source nodes.
in which Q ij is the pipe flow from node i to node j; and ND i is the set of all pipe flows from node i. The derivation and detailed characterizations of S and the other parameters in Equations (6)-(8) can be found in Tanyimboh & Templeman (a, b, c) . Recent reviews of entropy applications in WDNs and its numerous advantages can be found in Tanyimboh & Setiadi (a, b) . It is worth restating that evaluation of Equations (6)-(8) is quick and easy as it requires only the pipe flow rates and nothing else. The MCME optimization process explained previously yielded the minimum cost and maximum entropy for each layout and/or set of flow directions. Tanyimboh & Setiadi (b) . This is most probably due to the less direct and consequently long flow paths adopted in the 72 additional designs that resulted in larger pipe sizes to cater for long flow paths in some of these designs (Tanyimboh & Setiadi b) . If these designs were to be excluded, the CVC for the EMEGs would be even lower. In the network design process any unnecessarily long flow paths would be discarded and therefore high CVC for EMEG could possibly be used to eliminate less than ideal designs. The peaks of CVC within the EMEGs include groups with two to six designs. However, even the groups with only two designs have considerably smaller variation of cost than the potential range of all designs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSIONS
Entropy clearly outperformed the other surrogate reliability measures in terms of consistency of the results and, overall, hydraulic reliability, failure tolerance and entropy correlated well as a group. Previous studies demonstrated a strong positive correlation between entropy and hydraulic reliability.
The present study has, in addition, demonstrated a strong positive correlation between entropy and failure tolerance.
However, when the resilience index, network resilience and modified resilience index were plotted against reliability and failure tolerance, these measures often indicated counterintuitive results with decreasing values for increasing reliability and failure tolerance values. Network resilience, resilience index and modified resilience index often gave confusing values, which needed to be analysed further by inspection of the individual designs. These findings seem to indicate that if the RI, NR and MRI are used, then the results have to be treated with some level of caution. In particular, it is unclear whether these measures can be used to assess pressure-deficient WDNs even for the purpose of comparing networks with similar less than fully satisfactory demand satisfaction ratios because the surplus power term (in Equations (3)-(5)) is negative for nodes with less than fully satisfactory pressure. A possible refinement of this research involves the removal of the designs that are not Pareto optimal on a cost vs. entropy basis before assessing the strengths of the relationship between the various reliability measures, and verification using larger networks is obviously indicated.
